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Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are the DBA for an academic database. You need to create a
role that allows a group of users to modify existing rows in
the STUDENT_GRADES table.
Which set of statements accomplishes this?
A. CREATE ROLE registrar; GRANT MODIFY ON student_grades TO
registrar; GRANT registrar to user1, user2, user3
B. CREATE ROLE registrar; GRANT UPDATE ON student_grades TO
registrar; GRANT ROLE registrar to user1, user2, user3
C. CREATE NEW ROLE registrar; GRANT ALL ON student_grades TO
registrar; GRANT registrar to user1, user2, user3
D. CREATE ROLE registrar; GRANT UPDATE ON student_grades TO

registrar; GRANT registrar to user1, user2, user3;
E. CREATE registrar; GRANT CHANGE ON student_grades TO
registrar; GRANT registrar;
Answer: D
Explanation:
this is the correct solution for the answer.
GRANT role_name to users;
Incorrect answer:
A: there is no such MODIFY keyword
B: invalid CREATE command, there is no such NEW keyword
C: invalid GRANT command, there is no such ROLE keyword
E: invalid GRANT command, there is no such CHANGE keyword
Refer: Introduction to Oracle9i: SQL, Oracle University Study
Guide, 13-10

NEW QUESTION: 3
DRAG DROP

Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Granting a user Full Control NTFS permission on a folder
enables that user to take ownership of the folder unless the
user is restricted in some other way. Be cautious in granting
Full Control.
If you want to manage folder access by using NTFS permissions
exclusively, set share permissions to Full Control for the
Everyone group.
NTFS permissions affect access both locally and remotely. NTFS
permissions apply regardless of protocol. Share permissions, by
contrast, apply only to network shares. Share permissions do
not restrict access to any local user, or to any terminal
server user, of the computer on which you have set share
permissions. Thus, share permissions do not provide privacy
between users on a computer used by several users, nor on a
terminal server accessed by several users.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Identify three valid thresholds used by the Status Dashboard.
A. Cat-5 Hurricane
B. Rainy
C. Typhoon

D. Thunderstorm
E. Monsoon
F. Sunny
Answer: B,D,F
Explanation:
Dashboard ThresholdsThe following icons indicate the current
state of monitored statistics with respect to user-configurable
thresholds set from within Settings.
Icon Description Icon Description
image:Dashboard: Threshold sunny Sunny
image:Dashboard: Threshold hurricane hurricane
image:Dashboard: Threshold partly cloudy partly cloudy
image:Dashboard: Threshold hurricane class 2 hurricane class 2
image:Dashboard: Threshold cloudy Cloudy
image:Dashboard: Threshold hurricane class 3 hurricane class 3
image:Dashboard: Threshold rainy Rainy
image:Dashboard: Threshold hurricane class 4 hurricane class 4
image:Dashboard: Threshold stormy stormy
image:Dashboard: Threshold hurricane class 5 hurricane class 5
Reference:
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E27998_01/html/E48433/user_interface_
_icons.html
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